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Chances are, you've heard about 

blogging. You may have heard a story 
about a blogger uncovering information 
about a politician or controversial 
subject. Maybe you've even read a 
book or seen a movie based on a blog. 
What exactly is a blog, anyway? 
 

What is a Blog? 

A blog is a type of website that is 
updated regularly with new content. 
Most blogs contain short, informal 
articles called blog posts. These 

posts usually contain some combination 
of text, photos, videos, and other media. At its 

core, a blog is just a space on the web that you can create to record 
and express your opinions, experiences, and interests.  

If you spend much time browsing the web, you've probably read a blog post before, 
even if you didn't realize it at the time. Some of the most-read blogs are a bit like 
online magazines, as they're written by a team of people who are paid to update the 
blog with new posts several times a day. 

However, the majority of blogs are written by one person. As a result, the average 
blog is fairly personal, reflecting the interests and personality of the person who 
writes it. This is the type of blog we'll focus on in this tutorial.  

Who Blogs? 

The people who write blogs are called 
bloggers. From what you hear on the news, 
you might think that bloggers are all a certain 
type of people— all very young, politically-
inclined, and tech-savvy.  

Or maybe you've heard about bloggers 
who've written about amazing experiences or 
ambitious projects, then turned their blogs 
into best-selling books. While some 
bloggers do fit these descriptions, the 
majority of bloggers don't.  

In fact, there's no "average" blogger— 
blogs are written by people of all ages and 
backgrounds, from all walks of life. 
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Why Blog? 
 
Most bloggers 
consider blogging a 
hobby. It can be a 
fairly time-
consuming hobby, 
as many bloggers 
spend several 
hours a week 
writing blog posts, 
replying to 
comments, and 
more. So why do 
they do it? 
 
A survey of over 
4,000 bloggers 
found the most 
common responses 
bloggers gave 
when asked why 
they blog: were: 
 
 To share my 
experiences and 
expertise 
 To speak up 
about an issue I 
care about 

 To become more involved with my hobbies and passions 
 To be part of a community 
 To advance my career or start a career in writing 
 To keep my family and friends updated about my life 
 
No matter what their main reason for blogging is, most bloggers have at least one 
thing in common: they're passionate enough about a topic to write about it over and 
over again, usually for free.  
 
If there's a subject you care deeply about, you might enjoy blogging about it. When 
you have your own blog, you have unlimited space and freedom to express your 
opinions and discuss the things that you care about with others. 
 
Blogging for Money 
 
Another reason why some people blog is to earn money. People earn money from 
their blogs by hosting advertisements, selling products, or publishing their blog 
posts in the form of a book or printed articles. 
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The media often reports on bloggers who have done this successfully, turning their 
blogs into a career, or even a book deal or movie. While it's fine to try to earn money 
from blogging, you should be aware that these success stories are very rare.  
 
You may see advertisements for services that promise to help you make your blog 
profitable with little effort. However, making money this way is not as easy as it may 
seem. Many bloggers write for years without ever earning a cent from their blog. 
Keep this in mind as you begin blogging.  
 
 
What Do People Blog About? 
 
A blog can be about literally anything. There are people blogging about every topic 
imaginable, from their political views to their pets. Think of any interest or hobby, 
no matter how unusual or specialized— there's bound to be a whole community of 
blogs devoted to discussing it. Although it's impossible to list all of the subjects 
people blog about, there are certain topics that are commonly covered. 

. 
  

Enjoying the Small Things is 
an example of a personal 
blog, a type of blog that 
discusses the blogger's life.  
 
Here, Kelle Hampton posts 
stories and photos of her two 
daughters, one of whom has 
Down Syndrome.  
 
Blogs about parenting are 
sometimes called 
mommyblogs. 
 

. 
  

 
 
 
 
Smitten Kitchen is an example of a hobby 
blog, a blog that documents a particular 
hobby the blogger enjoys 
 
In this case, cooking. Blogger Deb 
Perelman posts her own recipes, complete 
with photos. 
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Only Half Kidding is the 
photoblog of photographer Eliza 
Sohn.  
 
Some photoblogs focus on a 
particular place or subject, while 
others are just collections of a 
photographer's favourite or most 
recent photos.  
 
Most photoblogs include very 
little text. 
 
 

  
 
Lunch Bag Art is an example of a 
microblog.  
 
Microblogs are made up of very 
short posts that often contain 
images or links. The blogger 
behind Lunch Bag Art is a dad 
who posts photos of the daily 
drawing he does on his kids' 
lunch bags. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Subscribing to Blogs 

 

Reading a large variety of blogs can be a great way 
to learn about new things, be entertained, or get 
news from a certain perspective.  

The more blogs you read, the more difficult it can be 
to keep up with them all. Fortunately, you can easily 

http://onlyhalfkidding.com/
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keep up with a large number of 
blogs by subscribing to the 
ones you read most. 

When you subscribe to 
blogs, new posts are 
delivered to you 

When you subscribe to a blog, 
you get all of its new posts and 
updates delivered to you. You 
subscribe to blogs using an 
RSS reader, which is a tool 
that lets you read posts from 
multiple blogs on one page. 

There are many advantages 
to subscribing to your favorite 
blogs: 

 It saves time. You won't 
have to check multiple blogs 
each day to see if they've 
added new posts. 
 You won't miss any 
updates. It's easy to miss 
some posts if you don't visit a 
particular blog very often. 

When you subscribe to a blog, every single one of its posts is sent to your RSS 
reader. Even if you don't check your reader for a week, the posts you haven't read 
will still be there, waiting for you. 

 It creates a feed of stories interesting to you. You'll be able to read posts on 
many topics and from various blogs, all in one place. It's like having a newspaper 
written just for you. Many RSS readers even recommend blogs similar to the 
ones you subscribe to, so you'll always have something to read. 

Choosing an RSS Reader 

There are many RSS readers to choose from. If you're just getting started, you might 
want to try one of the RSS readers below - they're all simple and easy to use, even if 
you've never subscribed to a blog 
before. 

 Feedly 
 Digg 
 Feedspot 

 

Viewing recent blog posts on Feedly 
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If you have a smartphone or tablet, you could also try one of the news reader 
apps below. News reader apps aren't much different from traditional RSS readers, 
but they're designed specifically to be 
used on mobile devices. These apps 
collect, or aggregate, content from major 
blogs and news sites. They can also be 
used to subscribe to any blog with an 
RSS feed. 

 Flipboard 
 Pulse 
 Google Currents 

 
 

Viewing recent posts on Pulse 

 

Developing Your Blog 

Starting a new blog might seem a little 
overwhelming at first, but planning 
some things ahead of time can make 
the whole process a lot easier. You'll 
need to make decisions about: 

 Your blogging goals 
 The topic you want to blog about 
 How much time you want to 

spend blogging 
 How much personal information 

you wish to share on your blog 
 Your blog's design 

Identifying Your Blogging Goals 

The first step to developing your blog is to know your blogging goals. The two main 
questions to consider in order to understand your goals are: 

 What's the main reason you want to start a blog? 
 Who do you want to read your blog? 

Some examples of how a few typical bloggers might answer these questions are: 
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The main reason you want to start blogging is your primary goal. However, most 
people have more than one reason for blogging. These extra reasons are your 
secondary goals. Examining your primary goal and your desired audience can help 
you identify your secondary goals. 

For example, as you can see from above, Jessie's primary goal is to keep her friends 
and family updated about her kids. However, the blog's not just for those people— 
she says she'd also like for other moms to read her blog. So, one of her secondary 
goals might be - Meet new people and be part of a community of moms who blog 

If she's interested in having a lot of 
people read her writing, she might 
also have this common secondary 
goal - Become a better writer.  

In short, anything that motivates 
you to blog, no matter how minor, 
can be one of your blogging goals. As 
you develop your blog, keeping your 
goals in mind will help you decide 
exactly what you want your blog to be 
like.  
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Defining Your Blog's Topic 

One of the biggest factors in your 
blog's success is having a topic 
you find interesting. After all, 
blogging is something you'll be 
doing in your spare time, so how 
much you write will largely depend 
on how much you enjoy it. Having a 
topic you like will make keeping up 
with your blog easier and more 
rewarding. 

One way to test whether or not 
you've chosen a good topic is to 
think of potential posts that fit that 
topic. You may even want to make 
a list, like Elena's list in the graphic 
on the right. 

Remember, you don't have to 
commit to writing any of the posts 
that you come up with. You're just 
exploring your topic to see if you're 
interested in it enough to blog about 
it long-term. If you have trouble 
coming up with ideas for posts, you 
may want to reconsider or adjust 
your topic. 

 

Narrowing Down Your Topic 

If you chose to write 
about a broad topic, 
you might consider 
narrowing it down to 
a smaller one. This 
can help you keep 
focused on the topics 
you're most interested 
in. It may also make 
your blog stand out 
from other, more 
general blogs. 

One way to narrow 
down your blog's 
focus is to think of subjects that fall within the scope of your overall topic. These 
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subjects are potential sub-topics. Are there any that particularly interest you, or seem 
like they'd be easy to write about? You might consider focusing mainly on one or two 
of those sub-topics. 

\Writing About Multiple Topics 

Some people prefer to blog without limiting themselves to a few related topics. 
Instead, they write "lifestyle" blogs that cover a range of subjects that interest them, 
including their own lives. A lifestyle blogger might write about a personal experience 
in one post, then review products in the next. 

For instance, Jessie, who started a blog about her kids, could later decide to expand 
her blog's focus to include other topics. She might write about her personal life, as 
well as her hobbies and other things she's interested in, like fashion, crafts, and 
community issues. She could sort her posts on various subjects into categories, so 
that readers could easily find the posts that interest them. 

Blogging this way can be fun, because you can regularly write about anything that 
comes to your mind. That said, it has a few drawbacks, too. It may be harder for you 
to attract readers who don't personally know you.  

Also, not all of your readers will be interested in all of the subjects you write about. 
This can be especially true if you mix personal posts with more polarizing, 
controversial ones. For example, readers who enjoy Jessie's posts about her kids 
may be turned off or even offended by some of her posts on sensitive subjects like 
politics. 

Deciding How Much Time to Commit 

It's hard to get people to read your blog 
if you don't update it regularly. While it's 
easy to be enthusiastic about your blog 
and post frequently when you first get 
started, you may find it harder to keep 
up with posting as time goes on.  

Having a posting schedule can make it 
easier to find time for your blog. How 
you create your schedule is up to you. 
Some people work best with a very 
strict schedule, and may prefer to set 
aside a little bit of time every day to 
work on their blog.  

Others might be happier choosing a 
loose schedule. With this type of 
schedule, they might post twice a week, 
but not always on the same day or at 
the same time. 
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When you're deciding how much time you want to commit to your blog, make sure to 
consider all your other commitments, and be realistic about the amount of time you 
actually want to spend writing. Remember, blogging is a hobby. If you treat it too 
much like a chore, it may become less enjoyable. 

Using Drafts and Scheduling Posts 

You can also manage your 
time by writing drafts of your 
blog posts ahead of time, then 
posting them at a later date. 

Most blog services even 
include a feature that lets you 
schedule saved posts. Once 
you've scheduled a post, it will 
automatically be published at 
the time you specified. 
Scheduling posts can be a 
good way to guarantee that 
you post about the same 
number of updates each 
week. 

The drafts and scheduling 
tools can be especially useful 
if you find it hard to set aside a particular time of day for writing. You can create 
drafts when you have a lot to write about, then post them later, when you're feeling 
too busy or uninspired to write.  

Deciding How Much Personal Information to Share 

Before you write your first blog post, you should already know how personal you 
want your blog to be. Some bloggers choose to blog with their real name and include 
personal details about their lives.  

Others blog with a pseudonym, or fake name. If you're either a very private or very 
open person, the decision whether or not to reveal personal information on your blog 
probably seems pretty straightforward.  

However, there are a few things that everyone should consider when deciding how 
much to share. 

The following graphic outlines the pros and cons of sharing personal information on 
your blog. It may also be useful to review the information about safety on the Internet 
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What's the Best Choice for You? 

Now that you understand the pros and cons of sharing personal information on your 
blog, look back at your blogging goals and the audience you decided to write for. 
Depending on how you're going to use your blog, you might have to share at least a 
little information in order to reach your goals. 
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Blogging Openly 

For example, if you're like Elena, and want to use your blog to 
promote yourself or build a career, you'll need to include at 
least some personal information. You don't have to include 

many personal details— just enough that someone looking to 
learn about your work would be able to find your blog and get in touch with you, if 
necessary. 

Blogging Anonymously 

On the other hand, if you have a more personal blog, you may 
not want to link real-life information like your full name and 

location to the things you write. In Jessie's case, there's no real 
need to share identifying information on her blog. Her main audience is her family 
and friends, who already know who she is.  

 

Blogging Cautiously 

Whether you choose to make your identity public or be 
completely anonymous, you should be cautious about 
sharing personal details online. As you decide how much 
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you feel comfortable sharing, keep this in mind: Once you post information about 
yourself online, it's almost impossible to be totally anonymous later, even if you 
remove the information you shared. 

Unless you're like Elena, and have a real need to share personal details, we 
recommend that you start out sharing a minimal amount of information about 
yourself. As you get more comfortable blogging, you may choose to share more 
about yourself with your readers.  

Designing Your Blog 

Much of your blog's design will depend on the 
blog service you choose to host it. It's hard to 
plan the appearance of your blog in too much 
detail before you've actually signed up with a 
blog service. However, there are a few 
components of your blog's design that you can 
decide on ahead of time. 

Blog Name 

Your blog name is important, as it's the first thing people will see about your blog. 
There's no single rule or formula for coming up with a good blog name, but these tips 
can help: 

 Make it relate to your topic. This can help you attract readers who are looking to 
read about a specific subject. 

 Make it interesting.  "Craig's Cooking Blog" is a descriptive title, but it doesn't 
really make you want to read it. Think of the blogs you read. Which ones have 
names that sound interesting to you? What do those names have in common? 

 Make it easy to remember.  The best way to do this is to make it short—three or 
four words max. If you choose to use a made-up word for your blog's title, make it 
even shorter, and be sure it 
resembles or contains a real 
word. Engadget and Gizmodo 
are two examples of blogs with 
made-up but memorable titles. 

  Make it something that can 
work as a logo. One way to test 
this is to visit Wordmark.it, a 
site that lets you preview any 
word in every font you have 
installed on your computer. 
While you'll probably want your 
final logo to include some 
colour or other graphic design 
elements, this can be a good 
way to test your title out.    
 
                                                                                                Testing a logo with Wordmark.it 
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Design Elements 

As mentioned previously, you'll get to customize the appearance of your blog when 
you create it with a blog service. Most major blog services offer various themes, or 
templates, that you can use to select the layout of your blog. Once you choose a 
template, you can further customize your blog's appearance by choosing a new 
colour scheme and organizing your posts into categories. 

Making choices about your blog's appearance will be easier if you already have an 
idea about how you want your blog to look. Look at blogs that you find visually 
appealing. Ideally, these blogs should also have similar subject matter to your own— 
after all, a design that works for a political blog may look strange on a photoblog. 
However, this isn't essential. You can use any blogs you like as design 
inspiration. 

Once you've found blogs whose design you like, the next step is to figure out what 
they have in common. You can then use those design elements in your own blog. 

For an example of this process, review Elena's design inspirations in the graphic 
below. 
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Choosing a Blog Service 

 

Once you have an idea of what you want your blog 
to be like, the next step is to pick the blog service 
that you'll use to create your blog.  
 
There are many different sites that offer blog 
hosting. Which one should you use? It depends on 
what you want to share, and how. You may even 
find that you'd rather share with a microblogging 
service like Tumblr or Twitter, or a social network, 
like Facebook. 

Here is an introduction to popular blog services. 
Once you're familiar with these services, you'll be 

able to figure out which one is best for you. 

What is a Blog Service? 

A blog service is a website that lets you create and maintain a blog. It hosts your 
blog, which means that it gives your blog its own web address, or URL. Your blog 
service also stores your blog's data. Each blog service has different features, but 
they all let you share your opinions, interests, photos, and more. 

There are two basic types of blog services: 

1. Traditional blog services 

 Traditional blog services let you 
create a website for your blog. 
Blogs created with these services 
can include sections, categories, 
and other features that let you 
organize your blog posts. These 
services also include features that 
let you permit and manage 
comments, as well as tools to 
customize the appearance of your 
blog.  

Traditional blog services are best for 
creating text-heavy blogs, though 
you can really use them for any type 
of content you like. It's likely that the 
blogs you're most familiar with use 
traditional blog services.  
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2. Microblogging services 
 
Microblogging services let you 
create blog posts that are very 
short, often consisting of only a 
line of text, an image, or a link. 
Most microblogging services 
are designed to be used in a 
certain way. For example, 
Twitter places a 140-character 
limit on the length of posts. 
Users can write whatever they 
want, but they must do so in 
under 140 characters. Social 
networking sites that allow 
sharing, like Facebook, can 
also be considered 
microblogging services. 

 

Traditional Blog Services 

The two biggest traditional blog services are WordPress and Blogger. Both allow 
you to create and customize your own blog, and both offer good options for creating 
all types of posts. The main difference between the two is the options they offer and 
their ease of use. 

WordPress 

WordPress is the most 
popular traditional blog 
service. It offers 
advanced blog 
customization features 

that let you control your 
blog's appearance and 
manage comments, 
blog post drafts, and 
more. Some of the 
advanced tools are 
designed for people who 
are familiar with HTML, 
which is a special 

computer language used 
for formatting websites. Even if you know nothing about HTML, you can still 
customize your WordPress blog's appearance with templates, or themes. 
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The downside of all of these options is that WordPress's blog management interface, 
called the Dashboard, can be a little confusing to navigate at first. However, 
WordPress does have extensive support tools to help you get started. 

You can watch this video from the WordPress team to learn about getting started 
with WordPress. For more information about WordPress go to the official WordPress 
Support page at http://wordpress.org/support/ 

Blogger 

Blogger is the second 
most popular traditional 
blog service.  

It offers slightly fewer blog 
customization and 
management features 
than WordPress, but it still 
includes plenty of ways to 
control your blog's 
appearance, including a 
large selection of themes.  

Since it includes fewer 
options, Blogger's 
interface is simpler than 
WordPress's, so you may 
find it easier to use.  

Blogger is a Google product, so if you already have a Google Account, getting 
started with Blogger will be especially easy. 

You can watch this official video from Blogger to learn about creating a blog. To 
learn more, visit the Blogger Help Centre at  https://support.google.com/blogger 

  

Microblogging Services 

Tumblr, Twitter, and Pinterest are three of the most popular microblogging sites. 
Facebook, a social network, can also be used for sharing. 

Tumblr 

Tumblr is a microblogging service that lets you create and update your own blog. 
People use Tumblr to share images, videos, links, and short text posts. Tumblr's 
simple posting tools and visually appealing layouts make it ideal for photoblogs, 
humor blogs, and other blogs that are updated frequently with short posts. 

http://www.tumblr.com/
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Like traditional blogging 
services, Tumblr offers 
options to customize the 
appearance of your blog, 
including a large variety of 
visual themes.  
 
In other ways, Tumblr is 
different from traditional 
blogging services. For 
instance, Tumblr doesn't 
include an option to leave 
comments on blog posts, 
which means that it's not an 
ideal tool for having a 
discussion. Instead, readers 
can like a post or reblog it, 
which shares the post on 
their own Tumblr blog.  

Pinterest 

Pinterest is a microblogging tool that lets you create and share collections of 
interesting links, images, 
and more. These 
collections are called 
pinboards. The items you 
share on your pinboards 
are then shared with 
others on Pinterest, who 
can then add your posts to 
their own pinboards. 
Pinterest can be a good 
tool if you're interested in 
sharing the things you 
enjoy with a wide 
audience, but don't 
necessarily care about 
writing and managing your 
own blog. 

Twitter 

Twitter is a tool that lets you post short text updates of 140 characters or less. 
Unlike Tumblr or traditional blogging services, you can't use Twitter to create your 
own blog. Instead, your updates appear on your Twitter Profile, in a feed that people 
can view or subscribe to. People use Twitter for many reasons, including sharing 
news and events, keeping up with friends, and engaging in discussions. If you 
have a traditional blog, Twitter can be a good way to promote your blog by 
connecting with other bloggers and linking to your own blog posts. 
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Facebook 

Facebook is the world's largest 
social networking site. The main 
reason people use Facebook is to 
stay connected with friends and 
family.  

However, sharing is also a big 
part of the Facebook experience. 
You can post links, photos, and 
videos to your Profile, and share 
longer, blog-like posts with the 
Notes tool. If you decide that you 
don't need your own blog and just 
want to share occasionally, 
Facebook can be a good way to 
do that. 

Most people use Facebook just 
for sharing with people they know. 
However, you can also use 
Facebook to reach a wider 
audience by allowing others to 
subscribe to things you've shared  

 

Even if you choose to use a 
traditional blog platform to create 
your blog, you can enhance your blog 
with microblogging.  

Many bloggers promote their blog by 
maintaining Facebook, Twitter, and 
Pinterest accounts for their blogs and 
posting links to their blog posts.  

 
 
Links to a blog's Facebook and Twitter 
accounts 

  

 

 

http://www.facebook.com/
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Which Blog Service is Right for You? 

Choosing the right blog service is important. Your blog service will affect your blog's 
appearance, as well as what you're able to do with it. Every blog service has some 
limitations, and some services are better than others for certain purposes. 

Now that you know about various blog services, you can think about the features you 
want for your blog 
and decide which 
service is best for 
you. For instance, if 
you want a blog that's 
more like a website, 
with different 
categories and 
sections, you should 
probably choose a 
traditional blog 
service. 

Keep in mind that 
more features doesn't 
always mean a better 
blogging experience.  

The more options 
your blog service has, 
the more complicated 
blogging can become.  

If you don't actually 
plan on using the 
advanced features 
traditional blog 
services like 
WordPress and 
Blogger have to offer, 
you'll probably find a 
simpler service like 
Tumblr better suited 
to your needs. 
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Writing and Promoting Your Blog 

Once you've gotten your blog set up and written a few 
posts, you can start thinking about attracting readers.  

While there's no single magic method that will 
guarantee more readers for your blog, there are a few 
things you can do to help people find your blog and 
encourage them to keep reading it. 

You can attract readers by making your blog readable 
and easy to find. You'll can also implement strategies 
for connecting with other bloggers.  

Improving Your Blog's Readability 

The most essential step you can take to get more people to read your blog is to 
improve your writing. The best blogs feature writing that is engaging, distinctive, and 
easy to follow - in short, writing that is entertaining and highly readable. 

Having a well-written, readable blog doesn't require that each post be a masterpiece 
- it just means that you should think before you post.  

There are a few simple things that anyone can do to improve their blog writing, 
regardless of their skill level or past experience as a writer. 
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Connecting with a Blogging Community 

No matter what you write about in your blog, there's bound to be other people out 
there who are blogging about the same or similar subjects. Becoming part of this 
community of bloggers is a good way to get more people to read your blog. People 
who know you and share your interests are likely to read your blog posts and even 
recommend them to others.  

Being part of a blogging community can also make writing your blog more 
enjoyable. When you're not sure who's reading your blog, writing can feel a little bit 
like shouting into a void. In contrast, when you're part of a community, you may feel 
like you're participating in an established discussion. Many bloggers like the feeling 
of writing for an audience of friends. 

There are a number of strategies that you can use to find and connect to other blogs. 
These include: 
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Making Your Blog Easy to Find 

Even if you write the best blog posts on the internet, you'll never get many readers 
unless people can easily find your blog. The internet is a big place, and making your 
blog stand out from millions of others is hard. Still, there are a few things you can do 
to make it more likely that new readers will visit your blog. 
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Copyright and Fair Use 

As you write blog posts, you may find you want to 
include images you find online. Or maybe you found 
a great piece of writing - a recipe, a story, a review 
- that you want to highlight on your own blog.  

It's important to know that nearly all of the content 
you find on the web belongs to someone. Just 
because you can take images, text, and more from 
other sites doesn't mean it's right to do so - ethically 
or legally. 

You need to know about copyright protections that 
apply to work posted online. You need to learn the 
rules that determine which images and text you can use, and how you can use them 
and how to protect the content that you create. 

No lawyer was involved in preparing this manual and this should not be taken as 
legal advice.  
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Understanding Copyright 

Copyright is the legal concept that works - art, writing, images, music, and more - 
belong to the people who create them. According to copyright law, any original 
content you create and record in a lasting form is your own intellectual property. 
This means that other people can't legally copy your work and pretend that it's their 
own. They can't make money from the things you create either.  

To use, copy, or change a copyrighted work, you need permission from the person 
who holds the copyright. This permission is called a license. Even though everyone 
has the right to require that others respect their copyright and ask permission to use 
their work, some people and organizations choose to license their content more 
freely. They do this by giving their work a Creative Commons license or by placing 
their work in the Public Domain. 

Here is an overview of the differences between traditional copyright, Creative 
Commons, and Public Domain. 
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Using Public Domain and Creative Commons Content 

If you don't want to spend money on the images and content you use for your blog, 
you may want to use Public Domain and Creative Commons licensed content. 

Using Public Domain Content 

There are no restrictions on using works that are in the Public Domain, which 
means that you can use them however you want - short of claiming you created 
them. Unfortunately, it's not always easy to tell whether something is in the Public 
Domain or not.  

There may be some cases where you know for sure that a work is Public Domain - 
for instance, if you find a photo or text that you know was published before 1923 - 
but for the most part, the best way to find Public Domain content is to search for it. 

Sites for Finding Public Domain Content: 

 Prelinger Archive 
 PublicPhoto.org 
 TotallyFreeImages.com 
 US Government Images 

  

Using Creative Commons Content 

Although Creative Commons content 
won't cost you any money to use, it's not 
totally free: to use it, you do have to follow 
certain rules. People who choose to make 
their content Creative Commons can 
choose one or more of these licenses to 
apply to their work: 

 Attribution: You must credit the 
creator in order to use, copy, or share 
the content. 

 Non Commercial: You can't make a 
profit from the content. 

 No Derivative Works: You can't 
change the content. 

 Share Alike: You can change the 
content, but you have to let other people 
use your new work with the same 
license as the original. So, you can't 
treat any Share Alike work that you 
adapt as your own copyright, even if you 
radically change it. 
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How to Tell if Content is Creative Commons 

To tell if a piece of content is Creative Commons, look for the Creative Commons 

symbol , as well as symbols that indicate exactly which licenses apply to it. For 
instance, the symbols in the example below indicate that the photo has three 
licenses: Attribution, Non Commercial, and No Derivative Works. That means 
you can use this photo if you credit the person who created it, don't make money 
from it, and don't change it. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sites for Finding Creative Commons Content: 

There are many places that you can find this type of content. Examples include: 

 Wikimedia Commons 
 Flickr's Creative Commons Search 
 Creative Commons Search  
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Using Copyrighted Material 
 
As discussed previously, you generally need to 
license copyrighted material in order to use it, which 
often costs money. The exception to this is a rule 
called Fair Use.  
 
Fair Use means that you can use copyrighted material 
without a license only for certain purposes. These 
include: 

 Commentary 
 Criticism 
 Reporting 
 Teaching 

So, for example, you can't just grab a copyrighted photo and use it on your blog 
because you think it's pretty. However, it probably would be considered Fair Use if 
you included that photo in a blog post that commented on and analyzed a 
photographer's work. 

Guidelines for Fair Use: 

The majority of the content you post must be your own. To return to the example 
above, it's probably Fair Use to include a few relevant photos in a long post. 
However, using those same photos in a post with only a few lines of commentary 
might not be Fair Use. For another example, imagine if you found a useful tutorial 
that you wanted to feature on your blog. Including one tip from the tutorial would be 
Fair Use. Including the entire tutorial would not be Fair Use, even if you linked to 
the original source. 

Give credit to the copyright holder. In order for something to be Fair Use, you 
need to give full credit to the person who created it. This includes the creator's 
name, as well as other information that will help people find the original work or 
source. For example, if you're posting and commenting on an image that was 
published on a newspaper's website, you should include a link to the original story. 

Don't make money off of the copyrighted work. In general, it's much easier to 
claim Fair Use when you're using the copyrighted material for non-commercial 
purposes. While posting images of your favorite TV shows and adding funny 
captions and commentary might be considered Fair Use, selling those images on 
tee-shirts would not. Making money from ads on your blog can also limit your ability 
to claim Fair Use. 

Misusing Copyrighted Material 

Keep in mind that even if you post content in good faith, the copyright holder may not 
agree it's Fair Use. If someone requests that you remove their work from your blog, 
you should do so immediately. Otherwise, you can suffer serious consequences, 
including: 
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 The copyright holder may complain to your blog service and have your blog shut 
down. 

 The copyright holder may sue you. 

Licensing Copyrighted Content 

If you want to use copyrighted content in a way that doesn't fall under Fair Use, you'll 
have to license it in order to get permission to post it. If you're interested in 
purchasing the rights to use 
images, video, and other media 
on your blog, you may want to 
visit a few of the following 
Stock Photo sites: 

 iStockphoto 

IStockphoto.com 

 Photos.com 

Photos.com 

 Fotolia 

 
 

Sharing Copyrighted Videos 

Video-sharing sites like YouTube and Vimeo offer the option to post videos to your 
blog by embedding them. When you embed a video, it automatically creates a link 
back to the place it was originally posted. Since the original creator or poster is 
automatically credited, you don't have to worry about going through any extra steps 

to give credit. 

Be aware that many videos on 
these sites - particularly videos 
of TV shows and movies - are in 
violation of copyright law, and 
may be removed from YouTube 
at any time. If a video you've 
embedded is removed from 
YouTube, it will also be removed 
from your blog. You should 
never embed a video that you 
know is breaking copyright laws. 

 
 
An embedded video from YouTube 
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Protecting Your Intellectual Property 

Copyright protects the things you create, too. You own the original content you 
post on your blog. If people copy or steal your intellectual property, you have the 
right to try to stop them. 

Guarding Your Content 

The best way to protect your content is to keep an eye out for it elsewhere. These 
tips can help you tell if your content has shown up on another website or blog: 

Use plagiarism search services. These services analyze your blog or site, then 
search for sites with identical content. Copyscape.com is a reputable site with a free 
plagiarism search. 

Set up Google Alerts for excerpts of your posts. Google Alerts is a service that 
you can use to automatically email you when sites post new information about a 
person, thing, or event. You can create alerts for individual posts by entering a few 
sentences from your post in the Search Query field. (Make sure to use quotation 
marks.) If that text shows up elsewhere on the web, you'll receive an email. Creating 
a Google Alert for each of your posts can be time consuming, so you may want to 

limit your Alerts 
to posts that 
people are likely 
to copy, like 
tutorials. 

Add watermarks 
to your images.  
A watermark is 
something you 
add to an image 
to identify 
yourself as its 
creator - usually 
a symbol or 
some text.  

 

Watermarks make it easy for you and 
your readers to recognize images you 
created. They also can have the effect 
of discouraging others from taking your 
images in the first place. You can easily 
create watermarks in image editing 
programs like Picasa and Photoshop. 

A watermarked image 
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What to Do if You Find Your Content on Another Site 

There are two things you can do if you find your images, text, or other media on 
another website or blog.  First, contact the person who runs the blog or site that took 
your content. Most blogs list a contact email address, but if you can't find one, you 
can always leave a comment on the offending post. Ask them firmly but politely to 
remove your content (or give you credit, if you don't mind sharing it). This can work, 
especially in cases where the other person didn't realize they were doing anything 
wrong. 

If contacting the blogger doesn't work, you may want to file a DMCA takedown 
request. "DMCA" refers to the Digital Millenium Copyright Act, a law designed to 
help copyright holders protect their content. Under this law, if a site steals your 
original content, you can complain to that site's service provider. If the service 
provider finds your complaint valid, it will take down the content. 

Questions to ask when Beginning and Reviewing Your Blog 

Identifying Your Blogging Goals 

 Your primary goal: 
 Your secondary goals: 

Defining Your Blog’s Topic 

 Main topic: 
 Possible sub-topics: 
 Ideas for potential blog posts: 

Deciding How Much Time to Commit 

 How many times do you want to post per week? 
 Any special posting days or times? 

Deciding How Much Personal Information to Share 

 Will you use your real name? (Yes / No)……..If no, what name will you use? 
 Will you share information about… 

         Where you live (Yes / No)      
  Your job (Yes / No) 

  Your family and friends? (Yes / No) 
 Will you link to social media accounts like Twitter and Facebook? 

Designing Your Blog 

 Potential blog names: 
 Blogs to use as design inspiration: 
 Ideas for your blog’s appearance: 


